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BEFORE THE BEGINNINGS
REv.

J. B. FooTE, D.D.

The editorial of June 3 on "The Beginnings of Syracuse University" in tbe
Northern Christian Advocate, was read with avidity. Well do I re~mber
that State Convention in old Shakspeare Hall, February 22, 1870, and also a
truly great revival campaign carried on for three weeks by all the Methodist
churches in the city in that same hall less than two months previously in
which the number of seekers reached into the hundreds. In my mind revival
forces and educational motives were coincident in the originating causes
which brought forth our University. The incident of the State Convention
related in the editorial, of which the remarks of Rev. J. F. Crawford, in the
hands of the Holy Spirit, were the precipitating impulse to the subscription,
was remarkable in itself. And it stands in my thought connected with an
evening service at a Rome district camp meeting, on the Trenton ground a
year or two before when this same man was preaching. Such a burst of ·
enthusiasm appeared as many present never saw before nor since. Cries of
"Amen," shouts of praises, tears of deep emotion, prayers of intense desires
and faith intermingled till it seemed that all the people, falling on their knees,
were overwhelmed in the rolling tide. Large numbers were converted and
the Church received the great power from on high. Is it not strange that
the two events seem connected especially when the whole line of providential
activities are taken into the account?
It may be of interest to recall some of the events which led up to those
"Beginnings." The year eighteen sixty-six was the centenary of American
Methodism. It was from the inspiration of that celebration in Central
New York that our great University took its rise. Not many, if indeed any,
were cognizant of it at the time. "God is His own interpreter" and He has
since "made it plain." The month of October was the period for special
meetings and efforts to secure contributions. Various objects were placed
before the public mind and everyone was requested to specify his preferred
object. The Black River Conference at its session in April, 1866, in its
action prescribing the gathering of funds, and designating the educational
objects, included "the benefit of Genesee College," recommending to the
trustees of that college the subject of its removal to a more central location
and the calling of a delegated convention to consider that subject. The
conference also appointed a commission of twelve persons for such convention
if one should be called. Similar action was taken by the Oneida Conference
in session at the same time. Immediately thereafter sentiment in favor of
such removal began to develop generally through Central New York.
The Rome district of that conference (and I speak of that as I was at that
time its presiding elder), at a district meeting held a while previously, the
subject being introduced,. passed a motion favoring such removal, which,
it was said by Rev. E. Arnold, at the time of the State Convention, was the
first conventional action of the kind. The trustees of Genesee College having
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taken action at their Commencement in June, agreeing to such removal on
condition that $2oo,ooo.oo should be raised for endowment east of the Genesee
Conferences, the interest in the subject increased rapidly and to such extent
that when autumn came-the time for the centenary subscriptions-almost
the entire centenary pledge of that district was directed to this object. As
October drew nigh and during the month enthusiasm rose to a white heat.
Head, heart and hand were thoroughly aroused. Methodism's century of
success as an evangelistic force under God gave a great inspiration of gratitude and also an emphatic suggestion that for the preservation and perpetuity
of these forces through another century, there. was needed, along with· the
spiritual, the higher education in a greater measure than heretofore, and for
a larger number.
Some of the occasions of public subscriptions were affecting in a high
degree. For instance, take the service at the church in Frankfort. It wa.S
Sunday morning. It W!lS Quarterly meeting. A divine afflatus seemed
manifest upon all hearts in both speaking and subscribing. It was not known
that any pledge would exceed a hundred dollars. But ·Brother J. W. Davison,
rising to his feet, stood a moment with tearful eyes and then with faltering
voice said: "It's blessed to give," and with choked utterance added: "You
may put me down for five hundred," and at once took his seat. All eyes
wept, and for a minute no one could speak. It is correct and safe to say that
prayers were offered and words uttered and work done and pledges given
during that month of October and in the months following as fervent arid
self-sacrificing as usually is manifested in times of revival. Indeed it was a
revival. The interest for centenary pledges was sweeping over the Church.
And in our conference they were largely for the college removal enterprise.
When reports were coming in, it was a matter of interest to the writer, that
our distii.ct compared well with others, but he was surprised to find later that
the sum equalled the aggregate of all the others. Meantime the ministers
of Syracuse, headed by Presiding Elder A. J. Phelps, -were engaged in an
effort to secure the bonding of the city for $10o,ooo.oo, which during the year
was guaranteed and was legally consummated in due time.
The next spring-April, 1867, the conference appointed special agents to
continue the development of public opinion and to raise the contributions as
required by Genesee College. Revs. J. Erwin and J. D. Adams were named.
In the next year, 1868, Rev. J . F . Dayan, also, and in the Oneida Conference,
Rev. A. B. Gregg.
The college commissioners from year to year were active, among whom
was the distinguished Judge George F. Comstock, who was a constant ,interested and active member. There were few, if any, outside of our Church
who took a more lively interest than he. Some things he achieved besides
the $25,000 he contributed, for which there should be some monumental
expression of the high appreciation in which he must ever be held by the
friends of the University. Through these four years, 1866-70, activities one
after another were .in constant progress. Thought was quickened and concentrated and momentum gained so that by February, 1870, the times were
ripe for the achievement of that historic State Convention.

II. THE INAUGURATION OF ALEXANDER WINCHELL,
LL.D., AS CHANCELLOR, THURSDAY FEB. 13, 1873
From The University Herald, Feb. 28, r873
[See pamphlet, Addresses and Other Exercises at the Inauguration of Alexander Winchell as
Chancellorof Syracuse University. Daily Journal Book and Job Printing House, Syracuse,
N.Y.

The day was clear, cold and beautiful;
no better one could have been wished for.
A large number of the friends of the
University from abroad was in the city.
Everyone was cheerfuL At 2 o'clock the
stairways of the Wieting Opera House
began to resound with the tread of many
feet. At 3 o'clock the hall was filled
and the exercises began. The stage was
occupied by the Faculties, Trustees,
representatives of the alumni and of
sister colleges of the State, etc.
After
music by Drescher's Orchestra, the reading of the Scriptures by Dr. Wentworth
of Buffalo and prayer by Rev. Geo.
Lansing Taylor, Mr. Geo. W. Elliott, of
the Senior class, delivered the addre:ss on the behalf of the undergraduates
of which we give a synopsis:
"Syracuse has until recently lacked a crowning glory of its varied excellencies
-an educational institution of advanced grade; this has been secured, and
without noise of axe or chisel, the shrine of Minerva on yonder hill is daily
growing to fuller proportions; we come together today to honor him who
has been chosen to preside over its ministrations. To the Chancellor the
Undergraduates extend most cordial welcome. The success of the University
is of as much importance to them as to trustees, alumni and friends, and
they share with these a common interest in this auspicious occasion. The
University is yet iri its infancy; to you is 'committed its care; by you is to
be formed its character; through you is to be established its reputation, and
for you it is to be a monument of glory or a tumulus of reproach. College
presidents are rarely successful; they can never gain success without the cooperation of their coadjutors. As their representative I assure you of the
support of the undergraduates. We look to you as a counselor and friend;
you expect in us manliness and principle; may our relations be intimate
and amicable. The evolution of an idea is the grandest product of human
genius. Republicanism is an idea; thought is its bulwark, the educated
classes its defenders, the universities its Delphic oracles. Liberty enjoins
upon the university, "Videret ne quid res publica detrimenti caperet." If our
nation's name be first in the catalogue cif great peoples, it will only be because
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we shall have fostered Christian learning and the dissemination of immortal
ideas. The name of this University is a classical one, one recalling to mind
the prototype of this generous city; the glory of the ancient Syracuse was her
Archimedes; the glory of the modern is her University. But the work is
just begun. Quantus equis, quantus adest viris sudor! May the bases of thi·s
temple be christian learning; the columns disciplined mind; the capitals
consecrated intellect-the whole sustaining the entablature of eternal truth.
Then will it be a monument of glory to its builders, the pride of the city, an
honor to the State, a palladium of the Republic; then will it be an instrument
in the enlightenment of mankind of greater potency even than the lever of
Archimedes.''
The address on behalf of the Alumni was delivered by Rev. Otis L. Gibson,
'58, President of the Alumni Association. He began by facetiously protesting against the statement that Syracuse University was nothing but the step·mother of the Genesee alumni. He insisted that she was the veritable mother;
there had been a little changing of garments-that was all. Genesee College
lives today in the Syracuse University. The sweat and .toil of the past
twenty-five years were her richest endowment. The speaker referred to the
past record of Chancellor Winchell, and spoke in complimentary terms of
the selection of a Christian scientist to preside over this educational institution. He held that religion had nothing to fear from the truth of science;
but it did protest against the philosophies which some scientists append to
scientific truths. The eclipse of christian science is no longer to be thought
of. He extended a hearty welcome to the Chancellor in behalf of the Alumni,
who by no means felt that they were greeting one who was unknown to them.
The address on behalf of the Faculties of the University was delivered by
Professor HarvE(y B. Wilbur, M.D., of the College of Physicians and Surgeons.
Dr. Wilbur said that the Faculties were drawn towards Dr. Winchell by
strong, kindly feelings and great respect for him as a gentleman of culture;
but there were other and higher reasons why they especially welcomed him.
Those reasons were to be found in the attainments which the Chancellor had
made in scientific investigations as related to moral truth. Dr. Winchell
had not come here as a stranger, nor as an inexperienced educator. He had
come having faith in humanity, a faith that had been strengthened by past
labors. The Faculties believed that his future work would be done well.
The foundations laid here but a short time since may seem inadequate; but
it should be remembered that educational institutions seldom die. Oxford
and Cambridge after centuries of work yet live; and on yonder hill he saw
the germ of an institution which eventually would have no reason to feel
envious of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.
Rev. Samuel Gilman Brown, D.D., LL.D., President of Hamilton College,
delivered the Address of Welcome on Behalf of the Colleges and Universities
of the State. He considered it a great honor to take part in the inaugural
exercises and to extend the hand of fellowship to him who was to take charge
of a new institution of learning. Although he was not specially authorized
to represent the Colleges of the State of New York, yet he knew that he did
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not misrepresent them when he extended a welcome and hearty congratulations that Dr. Winchell had been induced to enter this field. He congratulated
the Trustees and friends of the University upon having secured such an
experienced and distinguished educator, and upon the public favor with
which their efforts had been received. Words and deeds had already_produced
remarkable results in the life of the new institution. He was surprised to
find that so much had been accomplished; for it seemed but yesterday that
the enterprise was spoken of. But now facult1es and students were assembled,
and the wheels of the University go on as if they had been moving for years.
He charged the Chancellor to give to science what belongs to science, and to
faith what belongs to faith. The speaker gave assurances of the cordial
fellowship of those who were laboring in similar fields. The future might
have in store disappointments, annoyances; difficulties and weariness of body
and soul. But it also had in store sources of peculiar delight, for the educator
is not called upon to labor upon coarse material but upon the finer material
of mental and moral life, and he bespoke for Dr. Winchell the consciousness
of doing a great and good work, in one of the highest fields of toil, and of work1ng for many who will look back and feel that he had led them to wisdom,
knowledge and perhaps eternal life.
Bishop Peck, President of the Board of Trustees, then delivered the address
'inducting the Chancellor into office. He said that it was with no ordinary
pleasure that he addressed the Chancellor-elect of Syracuse Univer,sity, and
President-elect of the College of Liberal Arts, who had been selected from a
·small number of most worthy and distinguished educators as best suited to
the high functions of these responsible offices. Dr. Winchell's fame as a
:scientist and scholar of distinguished breadth and progress had passed beyond
this country, and had become conspicuous among the savants of Europe.
l3ut that fact alone would not have given him the representative position into
which he was about to be inducted. If his mind, in the pursuit of the highest
science, had caused him to take a position with Compte and Darwin, "in the
worship of the creature more than the Creator,"-instead of with Newton,
Hugh Miller and Hitchcock, rising "through nature up to nature's God,"
he would have been passed mournfully by, and the Trustees would have
sought some truer, more loyal mind, whose teachings and life would have
been faithful to the noble and really divine ideas in which our University had
its origin. Let it therefore be known, here and elsewhere, that one of America's
foremost naturalists, and most thoroughly progressive thinkers, takes his
position this day at the head of one of the most powerful educational movements of the age, because he has found reasons in science, both pure and
applied, for a lofty christian faith and a distinctly pronounced loyalty to the
teachings of Divine Revelation. Syracuse University will take its place in
the deep current of christian life, as Evangelical, in distinction from sectarian
bigotry, naturalistic deism, rationalistic pantheism and a dead formalism.
After having presented the Chancellor with the symbols of his office, the
Bible, Keys and Seal, he said:
" By the authority of the Board of Trustees I hereby declare yr>u, Alexandn
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Winchell, to be duly inaugurated Chancellor of Syracuse University and
President of the College of Liberal Arts. May the blessing of God sustain
and direct you!"
The Chancellor responded with manifest emotion:
Mr. President and Honored and Beloved Bishop:

I accept the responsibility which you have formally entrusted to my keeping.
I do it, however, with diffidence and a distrust of my personal ability to
acquit myself according to your high ideal. I shall have frequent occasion
to seek the counsel of him whose ideas permeate every ramification of the
university organization. I shall nl"ed to depend upon the wisdom and forbearance of my greatly esteemed colleagues, whose earnestness and unselfishness in the service of the University have amounted to a personal consecration .
I shall need the respect and affection of the students, whose voices of cheer
I have heard today mingling with the other congratulations. I shall need
the approbation and co-operation of the alumni, who have accorded me
already their words of welcome and support. I shall need the sympathy
and fraternization of the laborers in the cause of education throughout the
State; and I count it an omen of significance that I am permitted today to
listen to phrases of welcome from one of their most distinguished representatives. I shall need the forbearance of the Board of Trustees, the courtesies
of the public and the sympathy and material support of the generous friends
of the higher learning everywhere. More than all the aids, I shall need the
wisdom which comes not of man.
I have studied the organic features of the University; I have admired its
breadth and depth and symmetry. I have marked the broad seal of christianity so deeply enstamped upon its front; I have noted the earnest utterances
of the christian scholars who have hitherto spoken for the University. Upon
the strong foundations which you and your associates have laid, I shall labor
to rear a structure which will attain as nearly as possible to the beauty, the
grandeur and the beneficence of the ideal you have so fondly cherished. And
may God be my helper.
THE INAUGURAL ADDRESS

Of this masterly production we can give only an epitome. He began by
considering the historical development of the idea of the University. Fundamentally the university is a system of appliances for advancing learning.
The rise and history of institutions of learning was given in detail.
"The sphere of human knowledge and the appreciation of it by the learned
is one of the variable factors in the historical idea of the university. The
Divine has always been made the object of search and research. With the
Greek philosopher the attempt to reach the ultimate cause of· all things gave
birth to sciences. Socrates and Plato distinCtly recognized a Supreme Intelligence as the first cause of all things. During the dark ages while the sciences
of nature fell into neglect, the soul of man held fast to the science of God;
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and out of this sprang, as before, a new ratification of the secular sciences.
The historical idea of the University, therefore, recognizes God, and recognizes
him as an object of study.
"Mathematics, esthetic art, grammar, logic and metaphysics have afforded
the traditional staple of instruction in all colleges of the liberal arts since the
decay of the Alexandrian schools."
After this retrospect he proceeded to set forth the idea of the University,
considered as the outgrowth and product of modern thought.
"The achievements of the intellect of modern times have so extended the
field of human knowledge and activity that the learning of ancient and medieval times seems almost insignificant. Systems of truth based upon an observation of external phenomena are almost wholly of modern birth. Such, especially, are the sciences of chemistry, zoology, botany, geology, archreology,
anthropology, ethnology. A university cast in the mould of the Middle Ages
is no longer a university if it does not expand with this expanse of human
learning.
"The soul of the university retains its identity, and should do so; but its
body needs to be renewed with the 'progress of the suns.' It should continue
to expand itself sufficiently to take in the enlarged mass of human knowledge.
Without throwing the old away, it is ready to assimilate the new. So we must
not be surprised to find the noblest features of an· advanced civilization in
regions which a few years ago were upon 'the frontier.' I feel fully justified
in the assertion that the University of Michigan stands pre-eminent in its
methods of rejecting the effete and selecting the useful in the educational
systems of all ages and countries, and assimilating with this all the new ideas
suggested by the cautious radicalism of healthy progress. I hope we shall be
alive to the noble opportunity to apply this selective, appreciative and adaptive
policy in the organic shaping of our University.
'_'What constitutes the proper curriculum of a college of Liberal Arts is one
of the mooted questions of the day. I have no reserve in stating my own
opm10ns. Culture is the central idea of the College of Liberal Arts. It
teaches those subjects whose study and acquisition will be useful to all alike.
In my own opinion the range of Liberal Arts, viewed merely as means of
culture might be considerably extended. The modern languages, especially
the German, afford a species of culture similar to that obtained from Latin
and Greek. I do not assert that they possess equal value. The natural
sciences afford a species of culture not yielded by any of the liberal arts of
antiquity. Moreover, it is the very culture which fits the mind to seize and
carry forward the movements of modern society. I record the opinion, therefore, that modern languages and the leading natural sciences ought to stand
side by side with the liberal arts of antiquity viewed merely as a means of
mental culture.
"But culture does not complete the modern idea of the College of Liberal
Arts. Its object is both culture and knowledge. I have long maintained that
the College of Liberal Arts, in an age whose progress consists so largely in the
subjection of the material world, ought to furnish the pupil with the knowledge
requisite for non-professionallife, as well as the culture.
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"There is danger of carrying the optional system too far. The curriculum
of the College of Liberal Arts it seems to me, ought to be so enlarged : and
liberalized that every young person seeking only a liberal education, should
be permitted, in the advanced stages of his course, to make elections suited
to graduate him with such an outfit of discipline and information as should
qualify him to pursue any non-prOfessional calling of his choice.
"The university takes no part in the controversy respecting the relative
value of the sciences and classics as sources of knowledge and culture. The
university tolerates no exclusive dogmatic teaching. Its chosen end is
absolute truth; its chosen method is free discussion. Truth does not take
its color from sect. Sect may assume the hue of truth. Truth is one to Greek
or barbarian, christian or infidel.
"The modern university knows no distinction of persons. Our age can
never make it a boast that it first opened the doors of its universities to women.
The schools of antiquity and the colleges of the middle ages admitted women
as pupils.
"Who holds the natural right to found the university? This right rests wherever the want and the ability co-exist-be it in a munificent patrod of learning
from the walks of private life, like Vassar; or a Republican State like Michigan;
or a patron of learning joining hands with the State, like Cornell; or a dozen
clergymen bringing their . armfulls of books to consecrate to the foundation,
as at Yale; or a great ecclesiastical body, as at Trinity, Rochester or Syracuse.
"Learning and religion have always manifested a marked and ineradicable
spirit of affiliation. A knowledge of any truth is a knowledge of God's truthGod's thought; and a search for truth is a feeling after thP. mind and will of
Deity. All science infallibly leads us toward God. As I have just said, it is
not the office of science to lead to God; and when the devotee of science stops
short of finding God, you pronounce his science infidel; that is blasphemy
unconsciously uttered. There is no infidel science. God made science.
Infidelity grows out of the spirit and method of the pursuit of science and the
perversity of the human heart. Christianity seems almost to hold an ancient
prescriptive right to rally itself with the initiation of educational enterprises
of every grade.
"As between the prospects of a university founded undef distinctly religious
auspices and one founded or sustained by the State, I feel inclined to the
opinion that the former has most to expect. Not that the State possesses
less ability, but that the religious body possesses more intelligence and a better
will.
"But all this does not imply that a university or college thus planted or
nurtured must be maintained in the direct and exclusive interest of the
ecclesiastical body which controls it.
"Freedom from sectarian bias in the common teaching of the university is
not only demanded by the catholic spirit of true learning, but by considerations of expediency, candor and fair dealing, in any case where people holding
diverse ecclesiastical views, have cooperated, in the· interests of education,
with those who assume control."
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The Chancellor then considered the internal economy of the university.
"The government of the Syracuse University embodies the representation of
five separate interests: xst the controlling denomination; 2d the cooperating
denominations; 3d the Alumni; 4th the State at large, represented by the
Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals and
the Superintendent of Public Instruction; sth the Faculties, represented by
the Chancellor of the University.
"It would seem that such a representation should secure the adoption of
measures at once broad, well-considered and permanently useful."
He pronounced against the expediency of a system of compulsory manual
labor, as military drill, etc.
"There are two methods of teaching, by lectures and by laboratories, Text
books are but written memoranda, the results of investigations. Qui:z.zes
are but conventional lectures. All these systems must be resorted to; the
method hy lectures may be more extensively employed with mature minds,
the method by quiz and recitation with the younger. There is no sound reason
why tutors should be discontinued. No professor should he required to
sacrifice the interests of his higher labors in work which another can more
economically perform.
"As to the principle of prizes, involving the marking system, much difference
of opinion has been expressed. We detect a strong modem tendency to
renounce it, in its usual scholastic aspects. I have never been able to sympathize fully with this tendency. The post of honor or responsibility in the
state, the church, or any profession; appointment to office with or without
competitive examination; the praises, even, of our fellow men-these all are
prizes which awaken the same rivalries as competition for standing in college.
Honest, earnest effort loves to be recognized-loves to be awarded distinction."
He opposed the system of dormitories as pernicious to good discipline and
government. In considering the material constituents of the university he
presented his ideal professor: "He must be earnest and free from pecuniary
embarrassments, because of too meager pay for his services. On the student
devolves a high responsibility in perpetuating an esprit du corps, whose fruits
are order, harmony, courtesy, sobriety, temperance, piety, etc., etc.. The
alumnates are the great depository of the learning of university life, and from
them their alma mater craves confidence, love and fidelity.''
The Chancellor then made a strong plea for cabinets, libraries, museums,
and all those necessary accessories without which a university is incomplete.
The financial demands on the university are enormous, and yet they are but
a small percentage of the debt which money owes to mind.
After expressing thanks for the generous impetus which had been given to
the University by the city of Syracuse, and picturing the beneficial results
which are sure to follow that generosity, he brought his exhaustive and eloquent
address to a close with this impressive peroration:
"I enter upon this field of labor with cheerful hope and assuring faith. I
am here only because I have faith in the mind and heart and will creating
here_a genuine-a grand university. The strength of the bonds I have broken
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in identifying myself with this enterprise, few can appreciate. But, like
Cortez, I have burned my ships behind me and must conquer success or
perish. I rely first and always, _upon divine aid to guide and second my best.
endeavor; and I trust, next, to the enlarged· intelligence and wise munificence
of the men of Syracuse, and those other noble men and women throughout the
State, who may yet feel moved to consecrate some portion of their wealth to
the cause of christian learning."

INAUGURATION OF REV. E. 0. HAVEN, D.D., AS
CHANCELLOR OF SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
[From The Uniuersity Herald, Oct. 6, 1874.]

On Tuesday evening, Sept. 15th, a large
and highly respectable audience assembled
in the Wieting Opera House to witness the
inaugural ceremonies. Rev. D. D. Lore of
the Northern Christian Advocate presided.
The exercises were opened with prayer by
the Rev. A. F. Beard of Plymouth Church,
Syracuse. The opening address was delivered by David Decker, Esq., of Elmira,
President of the Board of Trustees. Mr.
Decker traced the progress of the University up to the present time, alluded to its
breadth and scope and the large patronage
it commands. The doors of the University
are thrown open to all, irrespective of sex
or color. Its several faculties contain men of the broadest learning and
largest experience. The Board of Trustees is made up of earnest and able
men; men, it may be believed, who feel the responsibility of their positions.
To direct the efforts already inaugurated, is needed a man of the widest
experience and the broadest Christian learning. To secure the services of
such a man has been the desire of the Board, and now that desire has been
gratified by the acceptance of the position by Erastus 0. Haven.
At the close of the address the Chancellor was formally invested with the
insignia of office, when, after a few extemporary remarks he proceeded to read
his inaugural address. He opened by alluding to the vast amount of valuable
literature and choice thought that had been given to the world in the form
of addresses like the present. But, never having been collected in book form,
they lost much of their value. Besides, subjects treated of in such addresses
had generally been confined within too narrow a range. In this the beginning
of his address, the Chancellor struck the keynote when he said:
"I propose on this occasion to be practical, to find if possible the sentiment
and utter the words which the present hour demands; not to recite a heroic
poem, or to be faultless in style, but to awaken the thought and encourage
the action demanded in those who are, or ought to be, supporters of Syracuse
University."
The history of Syracuse University is brief and yet how rapid has been her
progress compared with Yale or Harvard, Cambridge or Oxford. . It was a
long time before either of the two latter rose above the rank of a modem
American High School, and the two former struggled for more than a hundred
years before either of them had the rtumber of members in faculty or students,
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or the resources now commanded by Syracuse University. Still these were
the Universities of their day.
No Christian, perhaps no civilized nation, is now or ever has been without
its Universities. "Universities grow, they are not created." They exist
for the public good and should shed their benefits on the people at large.
The Chancellor here discussed at some length the chief functions of a
University, and also the propriety of putting such institutions under the
control of the state. Ground was taken against State Universities. The
address closed with an able and forcible appeal to the friends of higher institutions of learning and especially those of the Meth,odist denomination to rally
around this young and vigorous institution and make it one of the best, if not
the best University in the land.
This address was well received. It was replete with that ripe thought,
vigor and earnestness which is characteristic of Dr. Havt)n and which promises
results whose realization is made more certain by the .zeal ~which he brings to
the work. After these exercises the literary and social elite of the city assembled at the residence of T. B. Fitch, Esq., where an · elegant reception was
given in honor of Dr. Haven.

INAUGURATION OF REV. CHARLES N. SIMS, D.D., AS
CHAI\'CELLOR, TUESDAY, JULY 5, 1881
[From n .. U 71ivrrsily Herald. July 7th. I881.]
The University Avenue Church has never
been more completely filled and never has
it contained a more enthusiastic audience
than was present Tuesday evening at the
inauguration of Charles N. Sims as Chancellor of the University. Francis H. Root,
President of the Board of Trustees, presided.
The first speaker of the evening was Rev.
Isaac Gibbard, D.D., who welcomed the
Chancellor in behalf of the Alumni. We
give a brief synopsis of his address:
Education is the safeguard of society;
Lhe nation depends upon it for its stability.
No longer is a diploma from a foreign college
necessary for success; our American colThe world is
leges a re superi<>r in lhal we have youth and vigor.
moved by two giant forces-the pulpit and the press, which oppose corruption wherever found; and the persons who wield these mighty forces
are for the most part the alumni of our colleges. Our Alumni are standing
by the University and we assure the new Chancellor of our sympathy and cooperation. We look to you with more hope than was ever inspired by the
coming of a predecessor.
Chancellor Pierson of the Board of Regents spoke briefly, encouraging the
University and expressing his confidence in the new Chancellor. What we
want now, he said, is not alone encouraging words but money to endow
professorships and fill the library shelves.
The Chairman here read an address showing the condition of the University.
Then he formally presented to the Chancellor a Bible, the Keys and the Seal,
saying: "By virtue of the authority given me, I now declare you, Charles
N. Sims, Chancellor of Syracuse University and President of the College of
Liberal Arts."
The enthusiasm at this point was beyond restraint. The audience rose
to their feet and cheered while the air was white with the waiving of handkerchiefs, and above all the rest of the din could be heard the loyal cry, "S'rah!
S'rah! S'rah! Syra-a-cuse!" Perhaps this was not appropriate in a church
but it indicates the popularity which Chancellor Sims has gained and promises
the hearty cooperation of the students in the future.
When quiet was restored Chancellor Sims said, "All thoughts of an address
would have vanished before this flattering reception; yet in spite of your
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encomiums, thinking of the great men who have preceeded me in this office,
I am conscious within myself of my own weakness. This University has
had a magnificent rise. Eleven years ago it did not exist. Though founded
under the patronage of the Methodist Episcopal Church it can never be
called illiberally sectarian. Nine members of the Board of Trustees represent
this state and six of these are always non-Methodists. The Alumni always
make a majority of the Board. When this undertaking was announced,
from all over the state-from farmers, from manufacturers, from widow's,
from children, from all classes-money flowed in for the purpose.
"I have heard your flattering words but with it all I feel my own weakness.
However, with the noble faculty which supports me, some ·of the members ·
of which I know have repeatedly received more magnificent offers at other colleges, I am hopeful. The University is young and is growing; its alumni are
spreading everywhere. When I first gazed upon the building, rising like a
dream of beauty before my eyes, standing there uninjured through eleven
years of winter and summer, I thought it a symbol of the way in which the
University is to stand, firm and permanent.
"The College is solvent with .a half million above its debts. I cannot promise what I will do, but with your help and with God's power assjsting me I will
do the best I can."
The exercises ended with the Benediction.

INAUGURATION OF REV. JAMES ROSCOE DAY, S.T.D.,
AS CHANCELLOR, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 27, 1894
From The SyracMsan, Julys. 1894.
[See pamphlet, lnatlgUiation of the Chancellor.!

The commencement exercises were opened
with music by Penn ·& Lee's band, followed
by prayer by Rev. George B. Spalding,
D.D., pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church. Vice-president of the Board of
Trustees, Erastus F. Holden, then introduced Rev. James M. Buckley, D.D., of
New York, who spoke in part as follows:
"In 1870 the Syracuse University was
incorporated. In the last half century
nine-tenths of the institutions of higher
learning in this country were founded,
many of them by State assistance. Some
of them rival the oldest of the universities
in this and other lands.
"Many of the older and larger institutions
have largely lost the denominational influences under which they were
founded. I refer particularly to Yale, Harvard and Princeton. Some
hold that the time has come for the church to give over the control of
higher education to the state. If this be true, this occasion is robbed of
its dignity. But an analysis of the question will show that this is an exaggeration of senti~ent. Denominational institutions could better have been
spared one hundred years ago than today. No less than five sciences,
moral philosophy, ethics, anthropology, biology, geology and jurisprudence
enter directly into the domain of religion. When they are separated from
religion there is great danger of their being forced upon territory upon
which they have no legitimate place. The religious fanatic; howeve~,. who
believes the Bible to k an infallible guide to the scie11ces is no more likely to
fall to that error t4an an irreligious scientist is
project his conclu!Jions far
beyond the phenomena he has been able to classify.''
Dr. Buckley went on to show how science and religion are not antagonistic.
But he held that it is impossible for a State institution to be constructively
or aggressively religious. "History confirms this theory," he said. "The
same is true of institutions founded by private endowments and dependent
upon the will of their founders. The Christian Church cannot afford to
surrender the education of its youth to the instruction of institutions that
cannot pass beyond generalities in morals."
Mr. Holden then invested the Chancellor with the Seal and Keys of his
office, with brief remarks.

.to
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Mayor Amos then welcomed the Chancellor in behalf of the city. Chancellor Day received the emblems and the address of the mayor with the following
words: "I accept the symbols of the institution in the fear of God, and
dedicate myself and my service to the faithful performance .o f its duties.
"To the mayor I wish to express my appreciation of his presence here, and
through him thank the citizens of Syracuse for the great cordiality with which
I have been received during my short residence here, and wish to state that
henceforth all that concerns Syracuse will concern me."
After a selection by the band Chancellor Day made his address. After
some preliminary remarks he said:
"But what is the new Chancellor's thought of higher education-what is
the University for and what is its scope? It is not simply to make. students
know things. The man or woman who comes within these walls has a twofold purpose and task. He must first discipline his mind and fit it to firmly
grasp truth and successfully solve problems. He will therefore study lines
that seem to be almost outright loss and waste, since that which is studied
is not usable capital. He proposes to be a doctor or a merchant, what can
be the profit of so much Greek and mathematics? But the young man is
not now making a doctor, but is making brain, the raw material out of which the
doctor is made,-all of these years are spent on the material. Man goes into
a clay bank and takes material, and manufactures brick in the first instance,
and then afterwards he constructs a house with the brick. It is the only
way he can use the material of the clay bank to build his house. This modem
clamor against the old A.B. course with its mathematics and languages,
because it is not practical knowledge, is not wise, unless a man is better for
his constructive life work unbaked! The first business of a student is with
himself. It is not important that he know things now. It is all important
that he construct a brain that will hold things, and mightily use them when
he comes later to know them, therefore a collegiate life must be a drill, a
merciless drill, by which the brain shall be put through every possible evolution day after day through four years. Men need n<it much to learn things
as to learn how to think. Subjects must 'be ~tered not inside of book
covers nor along the track of pages which oth~rs' have thought through,
but by original, untranslated, undemonstrated processes, which compel
thought. While appreciating the .<iemand of diversified talent and taste
and aptitude for liberal electives a:nd special lines, we must always insist
upon that brain-making process which made the giant~ in the days of our
fathers. No intelligent man will contend that the modem languages, how,
ever important, can substitute the ancient languages as brain-making machinery, or that botany and rhetoric, without which no one is liberally educated, can substitute mathematics. Last Friday you students buried your
best friend, when you followed Calculus to his grave-and in years to come,
you will not only forgive the Dean who made your life a nightmare, but you
willlJ,potheosize him for making your clay into brick. This University must
never begin to build at the copings, but it must build on the old foundations,
proven by the centuries.

so
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"But in the second place, man fits himself to contend with nature and to
subdue and control the forces of the world about him. There comes a time
when he awakes to conscious brain power, and to him must be committed
the forces which he is henceforth to master. He must prepare for a tremendous
world about him. He differs from his brother of the middle ages, who could
remain in his cloister beca11se there was no world outside to conquer. What
a barren world that was-what a full world this is. Man cannot afford to
be a recluse now. We must teach him in our universities all sciences and all
arts. The awful phenomena of even a century ago are his beasts of burden,
common as horses today. The old-time curriculum of the august college
would fit the present educational demand about as an ancient stage coach
would fit a Central railroad track. We must teach volumes of which our
leafi)ed ancestors never dreamed. Physics in its varied forms. What a
strange demand has sprung up within a few years! Electrical engineering,
industrial art, journalism, sociology in criminology, charitology, pauperism
and intemperanc~-all forms of human society, especially in cities-the
fine arts, music, painting, architecture. What strange subjects for an oldtime college course! But today they are common requirements in every
institution which pretends to furnish higher education upon the university
scale. Much of the students' course is determined by the witty inventions
of his age. We must keep pace with the demand. These subjects are mighty
in the world, and it is the business of the modem university to fit men to them.
Syracuse must not suffer herself to be accused by the light of the age. Every~
thing that may be found in any first-class university of the land must be
found within her walls. Our scheme must rest upon foundations as deep as
hmpan knowledge in all sciences and arts, and extend as broad as the brain
of man.
"It is to be a Christian institution, with a mission emphasized by that fact,
something superior to the state or secular school in its moral atmosphere and
equal to it in its curricula and work. But it is to be a Christian University.
upon the broad foundations of Christ's Christianity, which. welcomes !llen
and does not exclude them. It is to be far more Christian than de,I)pminatiotlal. It is to adopt the creed of Paul, and know no man after the flesh.
"There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, then~ is neither
male nor female." It will be a university christian enough to makea Hebrew
as mu.ch at home as is a christian-to afford equal facility to Catholic and
Protestant. There is no creed iri mathematics or in natural science. Syrac11se
University will be a brain manufactory, and wilJ! take its material from all
sources .of usable brains. It will be christian not by exclusion, but by inclusion, not by magnifying a sect but by magnifying human learning and
contributing to the same.
"But if we are to work out our ideal, this city, as citizens, and you alumni,
patrons and friends, have got something to do. You must work for us and
with us. You must create sentiment and press our cause everywhere and
give money, and stand by on all lines of progress. You must be with us not
only on Commencement day, but on all days. We must move on, The
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University as it now stands at the end of 23 years is an honor to our city and
state, a praise and glory to its founders. If it remain as it is even, it will
become equally our shame, As Dr. Sawyer said a few weeks ago in a strong
editorial in the Northern Christian Advocate, it must be either our glory or
our shame. We will accept but the first of these alternatives. With so
much for our inheritance we will magnify our estate, we will fulfil its prophecies. The obligation is · upon us. Syracuse must be placed in the list of
the ten first universities in America. It is not even a difficult thing to do.
Enthroned upon the hills of the most enterprising inland city of New York,
in the very center of this Empire State, with tens of thousands of patrons,
with a strong and increasing alumni, with rnen of brains and wealth, of all
denominations in this community, interested in her welfare, the question
becomes a practical one: Why should Syracust> not be one of the first of the
ten greatest universities of America? Set this not as an ideal mark but as
the practical and easy goal. You have laid ypur foundations deep and
broad. Syracuse, in the nature of things, cannot be local merely, cannot
be a small college. Yours is a great opportunity. Predict great things,
do great things, and you shall have great things-a great university."

THE DEDICATION OF THE JOHN CROUSE COLLEGE
From The Uni.ersily Herald, Sept. 30, 1889.

Perhaps the most notable event in the history of Syracuse University occurred Wednesday afternoon, September 18th, when the Crouse College
was formally dedicatt>d. The magnificence of the building and the extensive
preparations made for its dedication combined to make the affair one of
peculiar interest.
Long before two o'clock, the hour announced for the exercises, Music Hall
was completely filled and hundreds turned away unable to obtain even standing room. On the platform were seated the faculty and trustees of the
University, D. Edgar Crouse, son of the donor, Mr. Russell, the architect
of the structure, the local clergy and many distinguished friends and patrons
of the University.
After Professor Flagler of Auburn had played the dedication march upon
the grand organ, Rev. L. M. Vernon of the First Methodist church of this
city read from the scriptures and was followed by Dr. E. N. Packard of
Plymouth church in prayer. Chancellor Sims then read the following formal
letter of presentation from D. Edgar Crouse.
To Hon. Francis H. Root, President of the Board of Trustees:
DEAR SIR-About two years ago my father, the late John Crouse, began
to provide plans for the erection of a college edifice for the Syracuse University, which he desired should be called the John Crouse Memorial College
for women. This he intended should be a memorial for himself and family.
The work of construction was begun January I, 1888. The building was
almost completed when my father died on June 27, last. It has been my
pleasure and privilege to complete this structure and its furnishing and to
provide for putting the grounds about the building in order. Whatever is
yet incomplete in the structure, the grounds or furniture, by reason of lack
of time, I shall place in perfect order. And I now present to the Syracuse
University, through you, this building and its equipment, with the hope that
it may be a valuable contribution to the cause of education, as I trust it will
be a fitting memorial to him who caused its erection.
Yours truly,
D. EDGAR CROUSI!:.

The President of the Board of Trustees, Francis H. Root, of Buffalo, in a
few appropriate remarks accepted the building in the name of the University
and thanked D. Edgar Crouse for the fidelity with which he had-carried out
the intentions of his father, the late John Crouse; -concerning the completipn
of the building. Chancellor Sims then gave a short history of the great gift
to the Syracuse University, speaking of Mr. Crouse's warm personal interest
in the University and of his aid in hours of financial difficulty, of his wish to
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erect a college building as a fitting memorial to himself and family and of the
culmination of this wish in the completion of the Crouse College.
After an organ solo by Professor Flagler, Dr. C. J. Little spoke substantially
as follows: "We are met tc hail the consummation of a splendid purpose;
to bow our hearts in the presence of a great deed as it breaks before our eyes
into a perpetual beneficence, a possession for the generations. The superb
edifice in which we are assembled lacks one thing only to make it perfect in
our sight, the living face and form of him who gave it to us and to the thousands
coming after us. But though dead he yet speaketh: · and in these massive
walls, solid as his own integrity, he yet shall speak so long as yonder roof shall
echo to this organ's roll and to the swell of happy voices, singing here their
psalms of life and coming victory.
"Every public building is a symbol of the civil life out of which it grows.
Ours is the age of the workshop and the school. Even the state and the
church are recognized in our time as but the outer courts of the inner worship
and inner life of men.
"Now the workshop of the Future, the home of the Future :,J.nd the school
of the Future, here in America especially, are destined to an interdependent
development; they mqst rise or fall together, no one of them becoming perfect
without the rest. Church and Stat~ exist, I repeat, not for their own sakes,
but for the sake of these three. The State of the Future to be their shelter
and support; the Church of the Future to be their teacher, their inspiration
and their controlling genius. Not entering either the workshop of the secular
school in robe or gown, with candle or book in hand; but on the contrary
holding quite aloof from formal control of either, yet dominating and transforming workshops and home and school by her outspoken and timely wisdom,
by the illustrious intelligence which she shall from age to age inspire, to a
nobler industrial and scientific leadership, to a purer and diviner domestic
and civic life. Receiving, therefore, this massive building into the school life
of our western world, the priceless gift of one preeminently a worker, whose
son with filial pride has carried forward his father's purpose to a full-orbed
splendor, we of the University dedicate it and rededicate ourselves to the
discovery of truth and beauty, to the communication of a purer and more complete science and nobler ideas of human life. As we behold around us everywhere the traces of a mind that scorned all littleness of plan and patchwork of
execution, we who are to lay our shaping or deforming hands upon the human
soul, must pledge ourselves to surer stroke and nobler pattern. The enduring
walls, the uplifting waves of harmony that flood these floors and beat against
the glorious roof, shall be from generation to generation the call of John
Crouse to us and our successors to make our work perfect, even as he made
his perfect ,i n our sight. . And this work of ours, apart from its central purpose
of discovering and preserving knowledge for its own sake, will be to contribute
from the vigorous :tnd increasing life of this young University to the perfection of the social being of the American nation.
"Out from these walls must go men and women, not to struggle for help
and place, not to struggle simply for a better living for themselves, but to
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point the way to a better living for humanity, standard bearers in the progress of their species, spending their brain and their lives in the perfection of
the industrial and the social ideals of their country and their epoch." But in one thing Syracuse University stands out distinct, unique, in the coordination of the services which sustain and perfect the workshop and the
State with the literature and the arts which adorn the home and glorify society.
Here knowledge and the humanities drink side by side with the creative
sister who first taught men to give permanence to fleeting form, to fling the
secrets of the rainbow upon the· answering canvas, to charm the glory of the
vaulted sky into the springing dome and to imprison the glory of the forest in
the upsaaring column and the overarching roof; or who taught us to transform
the tricksy sprites of common air that used to trip through shepherd's pipe
and dance on Shepherd's lute strings into the music that lifts us to sublimer
life, that stirs the thoughts which wander through eternity, evokes the shadows
of vanished but remembered faces, whispers of things tha t never were and
never shall be, gives us brief visions of the ineffable, brief glimpses of the face
divine, and touches of His hand.
"Therefore, we dedicate this building, not to the production of art merely,
but the production of the conditions which make any great art a possibility.
We dedicate it to the creation of homes so luminous with wit and love that
Shakespere and Spencer, Dante and Angelo will not scorn to sit at table with
us; to the inspriation of hearts so alive to every outbreak of beauty that the
rememberance of it will be a deathless joy. Not from the State, not from
the city, not from the patron prince, but from our democratic homes must
come the selection of our art and the full measures of our esthetic development."
Professor ]. S. Riggs followed with an address on "Monumental Beneficence." We regret that lack of space will prevent our publishing in deatil
this excellent speech. In conclusion Dr. Riggs said:
"An earnest, devoted purpose lives and moves amid all the materialistic
tendencies of the day. From it come the impulses and the plans which, as
in this college, wealth brings to substantial embodiment. And what greater
mission could the gathered millions of our land find than just this? Can it
be that mere personal extravagance or miserly circulation shall so dull the
ears that the call of humanity in the world around for the light of truth and
the blessings of that enlightenment shall never be heard?" Let this great
building in part today give answer. May it speak to the wealth of this
community with new emphasis of the privileges God has given to but few to
do a large deed for His honor!
"Like the statue of the Goddess of Liberty this building shall hold on high
the light of refined, enlarged womanhood, and while we can never forget the
name that is written on its forefront, and while we shall always rejoice in its
stately form and graceful outline, we shall see above it all the resplendent
purposes of its being. May the coming days but help us to rise to the full
meaning of its blessings!"
After music Rev. J.-M. Buckley, D.D., editor of the New York Christian
Advocate. delivered an excellent address in which he paid a glowing tribute to
he splendid building and skill of its architect. Continuing he said:
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"A hundred years ago such a service as this would have been impossible,
for the noble fashion of endowing, by large gifts or bequests, educational
institutions, had not been set. Protestant churches had hardly begun the
marvellous work which dots the map of the world with schools, academies,
colleges and universities. Those who were in sympathy witl;l such efforts
had comparatively little to give, and their names and small, though potent,
benefactions are immortalized as much by reason of their preeminence in
feeling and foresight, as by their deeds. Governments, under christian
influence, founded universities, restricted by the creed requirements which
dominated the age. But a hundred years ago the erection of such a building
as this Memorial College for Women was impossible, because the most cultivated men and women had little sympathy with a general movement for the
higher education of women. He who today would attempt to show the
advantages of university education to men would, by any audience, except
one composed of the most ignorant "of the people, be held impertinent and
guilty of an insult to the intelligence of his hearers. But as there still linger
a few. men, and a larger number of women, who maintain that an ordinary
common school education is sufficient for women not designed for professional
work in teaching, the proposition which I have chosen for the subject of my
remarks on this occasion will be rejected by some and questioned by more.
That proposition is this:
"He who gives or bequeathes money for the higher education of women,
confers as great a benefit upon his age and country as though he did the same
for the higher education of men. The doubter will say, 'But the sphere of
government is in the hands of men, and the natural sciences with their corresponding arts, are chiefly cultivated and practically pursued by men, and
the ministry and officers of the church are confined to men.' True, but it
is a sufficient answer to show that the influence of women is, ~ may be, equal
to that of men."
In conclusion he said:
"From the entire survey we conclude that John Crouse acted wisely, practically and religiously when he devoted so large a sum to education. That in
giving or bequeathing money for tlJ.e higher education of women he has conferred as great a benefit upon his age and country as though he did the same
for the training of men.
''That in so doing John Crouse has immortalized his own name and placed
before his fellow-citizens an example to be held in grateful remembrance and
which requires of all who admire it a constant willingness to aid the institution
whose benefits redound to the City of Syracuse, to the State of New York,
and in a greater or less degree, to every cause which uplifts humanity."
After singing the dedicatory hymn [written for the occasion by Professor
Frank Smalley] the exercises were closed by the benediction.
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SYRACUSE, N. Y., June 10, 1902.
FELLOW ALUMNI:With a desire to shorten our banquet and yet not detract from its enjoyment,
and, if possible, to secure a larger attendance and a wider interest of the
Alumni, our toast responses are printed and not spoken today. Be sociable,
be thankful, be of good courage.
]AMES D. PHii:LPS.
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
WANTED
1st. Five million dollars endowment.
2d. Twelve new buildings.
3d. A Central Heat and Light Plant.
4th. The Campus Beautified and Set with Trees.
sth. Five Million Dollars MORE ENDOWMENT.
CHANCELLOR jAMES R. DAY.
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, HER PAST, ·PRESENT AND FUTURE
Syracuse University, from the small beginning of thirty-one years ago,
stands to-day a marvelous monument of what may be accom{>lished through
faith with works. Surely the brave men who undertook the mauguration of
this enterprise three decades ago, must have had an abundanc~ of the former,
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and that they and those who have followed them in its development and
administration have been imbued with the very spirit of work, need hardly be
stated.
The high principles which have guided in the administration of the University, have kept it on a plane which has commanded the admiration of the
country. In no one of our institutions of learning has the standard been
higher, either as to courses of education, or on ethical lines. That feature of
the University which perhaps was somewhat of an experiment at the outsetco-educatwn-is no longer an experiment. Syracuse UniverSity has demonstrated beyond a shadow of doubt that the mingling of the sexes during the
struggle for education, and in all that pertains not only to college life, but to
the fellowshp which endures among the students of a college in the great afterlife, is not detrimental, but helpful. In this natural relationship of a highminded community of men and women, actuated by a serious purpose, and
with high aspirations, there can no longer be any doubt of the mutual benefit
obtained:
Syracuse University, while it has already attained magnificent proportions,
is yet in her early youth. If we allow ourselves to contemplate another thirty
years of comparative growth to that which we have already witnessed, we will
appreciate somewhat the responsibilities that are upon us in connection with
its possibilities; but beyond that period lies an indefinite future, the relation
to which, in the magnificent development that must come to this marvelous
country of ours, it is somewhat for us to fix.
May the Alumni and friends of Syracuse University be duly impressed with
this great responsibility and be given wisdom to meet it.
JoHN D. ARCHBOLD, President of the Board of Trustees.
THE COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
Science applied gives . being to profound mental, as well as to gigantic
material operations. The All-ruling power has created the natural forces, and
it rests with man to make application of such forces to the benefit of all. To
educate the young to utilize the different sciences is to assist in making new
developments which will, I predict, be of more material value to the world
than any which science has brought forth to date. To become educated in. all
branches is not only to be able to apply the knowledge, but to seek out and
make use of that which has not been developed. The destiny of any country
depends upon the application of knowledge, and our people are fast demonstrating their ability to arise to the situation.
MR. LYMAN c. SMITH.
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
This is a plant. To the average citizen it consists of buildings and books,
of spectacled students devoted to pedantry and pranks. To the initiated it
is a workshop receiving raw material and putting out the more or less finished
product. The master-workmen number 6o, the subjects-the material--934.
The former represent the institutions of the world, the widest and most
diversified training,-learned, harmonious, self-abnegating, never cranky,
recording A's and FR'S, workmen that need not to be ashamed. The latterthe material-is (I) intellectual or (2) less susceptible, and (3) docile or (4)
slightly refractory. (I) and (3) predominate.
The spirit of the master-workmen is progressive, optimistic, open-minded,
truth-seeking, undeterred, devoted. The material takes the spirit-impress of
the artisans, but has native characteristics as well. To class impulse and
hereditary class friction alone must be credited all excesses. Character
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moulding and mind and heart training go on constantly, magnificently. Sex
difference creates not a ripple. The elect of every community must evince
nobility of spirit, and does.
· The product is shown in glympse in the gown-clad forms that stalk across the
platform at the end. It entered as fresh material four years before. Changed?
Comparison breaks down. Contrast works better. The honors are recorded
on the skin that bore the golden fleece, but now does nobler service.
The output annually increases in quantity. Standard quality is fully
maintained. It challenges the test.
DEAN FRANK SMALLEY.
THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
The College of Fine Arts represents the dignity of art. It proclaims the
dignity of art as one of the serious interests of life. It exemplifies the recognition that should be given to art in a scheme of general selection. Our University has great reason to rejoice over this feature of its ori!anization-to so large
an extent a distinguishing feature. The influence of this College pervades the
whole University, and touches powerfully the life of the city. Our aim and
achievement is to add in im incalculable measure to the refining and civilizing
forces in life; also to increase largely pure pleasure in living. Art, we hold,
should be brought as closely as possible to the life of the people. Accordingly,
in addition to the older and more general courses which have manifested their
value from the beginning, we have established within the last few years special
courses in Normal Art, in Decorative Design and Illustration. Their beauty
is joined to utility, and comes close to those whose lives must be taken up
mainly with hard utilities.
During the past year something more than a third of the entire number of
students in our University have been enrolled in the College of Fine Arts. The
College of Liberal Arts is the only one that surpasses us in numbers. The great
and noble building devoted to our work has become too small for us. How to
arrange for the instruction of 'OUr students is a difficult problem. The near
future seems likely to make this problem insoluble, unless additional accommodations are provided for us. A happy feature in the history of our University
of late has been that demand creates, or in some way leads to, supply. Accordingly it hardly needs a prophet's vision to foresee, _not long hence, another
beautiful building, in close proximity to Crouse College. This will be necessary to provide for our present and future expansion. Like many other good
things this will certainly come to our University.
ENSIGN McCHESNEY, Dean.
THE COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
of Syracuse University is an evolution from the College of Physicians arid
Surgeons incorporated by the Regents of the University of the State of New
York and located at Fairfield, Herkimer County, just ninety years ago this
month. The faculty consisted of five Professors, all eminent men . .No
examination was required for entrance and very little for ·exit. After an
existence of twenty-seven years, the Fairfield ·school was discontinued, a
portion of the faculty going to Albany, and the remainder reinforced the
Medical school at Geneva. There being no hospital there, clinical advantages
were conspicuously absent. The teaching was exclusively . didactic and the
only laboratory in which the student labored was the Dissecting Room.
Thirty years ago the Geneva faculty immigrated to Syractise and, with several
adjunct Professors, became the Medical Department of The University recently
established. At that time every Medica:! College in the United States, except
Harvard and one in Chicago, had a two years' course of six months each year.
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The Syracuse school, the first in New York and the third in the United States,
adopted a three years' courSe of eight months each year, and for sixteen years
the trio of Harvard, Chicago and Syracuse were the only three-year schools in
the American Union. The reputation of our school as having a high standard
of education extended throughout the country and abroad. Each of the trio
was graded and required an entrance examination.
Instead of the venerable system of a Faculty limited to five Professors, our
school has a corps of fourteen active Professors, assisted by twenty-six Lecturers and Instructors. The condition of the college and its outgo are satisfactory to all concerned.
H. D. DIDAMA, M.D., LL.D., Dean.
June, I902.
THE COLLEGE OF LAW
This colle~e was organized. in 1895, with a two years' course. Thirty-three
students regtstered the first year. We have now one hundred and forty-three
names in our Catalogue. In I898, we extended our course to three years. In
I<)OI, we increased our entrance requirements from a three years' to a four
years' Academic Course.
The College in its prescribed courses, in its standards and requirements, is
easily abreast of the best schools of Law in the land. The large number of
students in attendance has been gratifying, yet we have not regarded numbers
as of the first importance. A College must be judged by the quality of its
work. Good work brings good students and many of them. We have aimed
to do the best work, and we are more than gratified with"'ur success.
We are handsomely housed in the University Block, yet our great need is a
building for the College. A half million dollars will give it to us. We think
the man must be now living who will erect this enduring monument. We are
looking for him.
Syracuse as a location for a School of Law, is unexcelled. Our Courts furnish
most important educational influences. We have in the city and county a
strong bar. The members of our bar are our earnest supporters, and furnish us
with our Class Room teachers. It is impossible to measure the inspiration and
enthusiasm that comes to our students from this association with the successful
men in the profession. We depend on the men whom we graduate to advertise
us. The outlook is satisfactory
]AMES B. BROOKs, D.C.L., Dean.
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY IN THE FIELD
We saw absolutely.embodieq-in:fact cohcernin:g · S~ Uriiv.e rsity'wliat
the locating word in our sentiment suggests.
The bars let down; the sod breaking; comer-stone laying; material assembled, etc. All this was literally "in the field."
Now in the wider thought of the University in the field.

Educators Respect It.
Time, scholarship, appliances, specialists, faculty, administration, support,
results secure this. Professional life in education that is broad, watchful,
ambitious for real culture, is abundant in commendations for Syracuse University from the field.
Parents Ask Concerning It.
Economizing mothers, thoughtful fathers ask the question, where shall their
children be educated? Location, surroundings, atmosphere, trend, past,
outlook, rights of sex, teacher, teachings, make parents answer where, and
Syracuse University does not suffer in the field when parents thus ask.
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Its Alumni are Known and Honored.
Five and twenty years is brief time for an institution to begin with one college and close with five; to start with two or three score of students and to-day
enroll nearly twice a thousand. It is high compliment to have Alumni eloquent in the pulpit, foremost at the bar, authorities in art and architecture,
famous as literateurs, songsters, plot-writers, authors, educators, diplomats,
financiers, physicians, social leaders, constructors of church policy, and clean
party polittcs, besides fabricating the newest and best in mechanics. This and
more Syracuse University finds in the field.
It is quoted for its Morals and Religious Tone.
The practice and spirit of continental colleges or those who ape them in the
west, are not found in the field where Syracuse University has its friends. Our
badges of honors are not duel-scar nor our faith the freedom of anarchism.
Parallel with our winnings with foot-ball, bat or oar we meet our repute for
Christian service, high morals, respect for woman, religious helpfulness,
observance of Sabbath, and lofty standards for piety and practice.
A Great Future is the Common Prophecy.
Prediction must have a basis. That seer who taught some of us concerning
Plato and Xenophen put into this Magna Charta that Syracuse University
should stand for Christian education. That was our first and best prophecy.
With such rooting the growth was easy to premise. · From all points of the
field men sight this hill-top with its broadening campus, monied friends,
growing endowment, unmatched buildings, throngs of students, united faculty,
broad-visioned Chancellor, and the loyal, devout, heroic manhood, for which
its trustees stand, and everywhere they say the future of Syracuse University
is to be phenomenal in growth, splendid in service, rich in history and achievements.
MANLEY S. HARD, D.D. '63.
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY AND A COLLEGE PROFESSORSHIP
The college professor has an opportunity to wield great influence for good.
Having an opportunity he is under obligation to improve it. This he cannot
do unless he has the power to do i.t . That power he must have within himself.
It must be in him, "a well of water springing up unto everlasting life," and
like the tree that John saw, which bear twelve manner of fruits and whose
leaves were for the healing of the nations. His character should be as noble,
as beautiful, as winning, as his. intellect clear, his judgment sound, hisoleaming
comprehensive, his teaching masterful, his manners f~i~ating. Snch.a:man
is not born; he is made. Jesus said: "Follo\v ine and"l .Will·make y'eu fishers
of men." Syracuse Unive~ity should be able to say the same to the' young
men and women of our land who aspire to a college professorship. She should
remember that, if she is to have the exalted privilege of filling college professorships with men and women whom students will ·rise up and call blessed, her
teachers must so live, and all branches of knowledge be so taught, that he who
wins a professorship shall be fitted to so train his students as not only to help
them win success, but to lead the individual up to the noblest manhood, and
the world to the highest type of civilization. May Syracuse University, our
dear alma mater, ever live to send forth teachers into the colleges, from whose
lives and teaching countless young men and women shall .get that mental
equipment and moral inspiration and power that the martyred Garfield
obtained from Mark Hopkins.
M. J GRIFFIN, A. M., '73·
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"ICH DIEN"
To wisely educate the mind of youth is a noble aspiration-a sublime accomplishment . . It is far eclipsed by full rounding out of men and women in body,
·mind and soul. To be taught to utilize to the utmost the infinite resources of
his triune self is to make of a plodder a fanatic or a self-seeker, a man of destiny.
Onesided great men are dangerous; like a locomotive off the track; like a
frantic runaway steed smitten with blindness; look out for them. Mens sana
in corpore sano, means good judgment; seeking not what he can get out of the
world but what he can give the world; such a man is God's ideal. To make
such is the aim of our University. How marvelously like the highest aim of
the medical profession. Selfishness would conserve disease. To be able and
seeking to cure it is greatness;-to prevent it is sublime. By teaching sanitation, hygiene and regular habits we help our patients to sound bodies. By
inculcating habits of temperance in all things we teach our patrons self control;
-thus by making them masters of themselves we teach them to be great. As
disease is mastered our business is lessened, but humanity is uplifted and we,
co-workers with the University, are contributors to the highest good.
]OHN E. WEAVER, M.D., ']2.
WHAT CAN A TRUSTEE DO FOR THE UNIVERSITY?
Make a careful and thorough investigation of every department of the
institution, so that he may become familiar with its excellencies and necessities.
Secure changes and improvements, not by hostile criticism and secret faultfinding, but by candid suggestions and wise counsel.
Sustain the administration with unflinching loyalty, unfailing liberality
and definitely expressed commendation.
Defend the good name of the University whenever and wherever it is
assailed.
Change. erroneous opinions, false impressions and prejudices into correct
information and friendly interest.
Assist its representatives in presenting its cause to individuals, churches and
communities, and afford them every opportunity to keep its work and wants
before its constituency.
Visit other Universities and use the knowledge thus acquired for the benefit
of his own institution .
.Explain the advantages of the University to students in preparatory schools
and induce as many as possible to enter its colleges.
Acquaint people of wealth with the financial solidity and requirements of the
University, and personally secure annuities, bequests, legacies and money for
its treasury.
Help its graduates to places of importance and thus extend its influence
for good.
WILLIAM CHAMBERS WILBOR, PH.D., D.D., '76.
CLASS OF '85
Here!s to the class of '85, which, heavily over-weighted with ministerial
timber when sail was hoisted, has· cruised seventeen years without landing a
man in Congress or even in state's prison.
Here's to the class that constructed the first gymnasium on the campus at
an expense of $44.00.
Baia' headed fathers and loving mothers with children of their own in
grammar schools; men in the pulpit, at the bar, in politics or in trade; worrien
in the home or out in the work a day world-not one of the "old" boys nor one
of the jolly girls, whose hearts to-day will not respond to that magic toast :
"eighty-five."
A. M. YORK, A. M.
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CLASS OF '87
To '87-the smallest, most united, most loyal class of Syracuse. To the
good old times, to the tried old friends, to the jolly old "Lits," to the first Caps
and Gowns (made by the girls at $r.oo per capita from bargain black which
draped the Cathedral), to the dear old Profs-and the days when we sung
"Here's to '87, may her firm ranks ne'er be riven!"
After fifteen years we hail Thee, Alma Mater! While we are proud of the
success of Today and full of hope for Tomorrow our dearest possession is the
memories of yesterday when we were care-free boys and girls upon the Hill.
Vive Ia Syracuse!
jENNIE THORBURN SANFORD.
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY AND THE PACIFIC COAST
MR. TOASTMASTER AND BROTHERS AND SISTERS OF THE ALUMNI AsSOCIATION:
I 'See in the toast assigned to me a subtle but convincing evidence of the
progressive spirit which characterizes Syracuse University. A less progressive
spirit would doubtless have prompted the use of the words "Syracuse University and the Far West." Formerly there was a Far West, but the "star of
empire" has been moving rapidly of late, until the Pacific Coast is east of the
median line of Uncle Sam's possessions, and the Far West has been lost in the
ocean. And if anyone in the "effete East" still doubts that things have been
coming this way, let him consult one of those interesting volumes comprised in
the United States census reports and learn that in I890 the population of Los
Angeles was 50,395 and that in I900 it was I02,479· Now that I have started,
it is difficult to stop speaking of the growth of this section, and perhaps I may
be pardoned for adding that Los Angeles is now growing more rapidly than ever
before; that the bank clearings in this city in I90I amounted to $I62,378,ooo,
an increase of 3 I Y, per cent. over those of I900, and that they are increasing
still more rapidly this year; that the bank deposits of the city are over
$32,000,000, an increase of nearly $ro,ooo,ooo over last year; that during last
year 2,730 building permits were issued in this city, an increase of 47 per cent.
over I900 and of 2IO per cent. over I89I, and that about 60 a week are now
being issued. But I must stop with only an intimation of what is going on in
California.
It is hardly necessary to remark that this coast stands directly across the
way from the "open door" of the Orient, and that we expect not only to get a
share of the oriental commerce, but to entertain the commercial and other
travelers from that way-back region known as the Atlantic Coast as they pass
through Uncle Sam's new front door on their way to and from Hawaii, Japan,
China and the Philippines.
It is gratifying to note the fact, by no means surprising, that, in this new
life of the Pacific coast, sons and daughters of Syracuse University are taking
advanced positions. In prominent places in the faculties of our great and
growing universities and of our great normal school in Los Angeles, and in the
ranks of the clergy and of the law are to be found alumni of Syracuse, and last
but not least, an alumna of Syracuse living in Pasadena is a leader in the great
work of the advancement of woman in the United States through the General
Federation of Women's Clubs.
But this is a spacious region. Our area, like our pumpkins, is large. One of
our counties is larger than the States of Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode
Island combined. So there is room for more; and I believe there is to-day no
more promising field for intellectual and professional as well as for industrial
and commercial energy than the Pacific Coast. And so, in behalf of the alumni
residing on this coast, I extend to those of the East not only our most cordial
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greetings, but an equally cordiatinvitation to come and share in the blessings of
this land of promise, with its unequalled climate, its perennial. flowers and its
great possibilities.
HuGH McDowELL, A.M., '76, Los Angeles, Cal.
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY AND A PROFESSOR'S WIFE
Such a theme would almost cause the dumb to speak! I have always
been grateful that Syracuse University opened her doors to women and that I
was permitted to enter her stately halls. It was very sweet to tread the path·
way of knowledge in company with brother and sweetheart and the recollections of those happy days have always been fondly cherished.
We have ever watched the growth of our beloved Alma Mater with loving
pride and with other of her children who are with us, N. A. Wells and wife and
C. W. Tooke, have often talked over her delightful past and hoped for her
continued prosperity and advancement.
As to the "Professor's Wife," if the experience of all these years could have
helped in the choice of a lifework there would have been no change in the
result. The privilege of always being surrounded by cultured, sympathetic
people, of meeting occasionally the leaders in thought and action, and of coming
in touch with successive bands of enthusiastic young people is not to be lightly
esteemed.
As year after year my husband and I attend the Alumni Banquet of this our
beloved Illinois State University, and we are moved to laughter or to tears by
the reminiscences of the former students, we often think of our own Alma
Mater and hope the day may come when we may sit down among our fellow
students and recall the pleasant memories of the days long since gone by.
FRANCES E. HAVEN, (Moss) Syracuse University, 1877.
CLASS OF '79
"Here's to Seventy-nine,
For she's jolly and she's fine."
While there is so much to say in praise of the Class of '79, as she has gone
forth into the world's avenues, so much that glows as the richest summer sunset
or that resembles the harmony of the rarest symphony, why then, indeed,
should I be given another theme than the gigantic merits of this illustrious
class?
Art in Syracuse University. Europe manufactures the rarest designs and
we buy thetn. We, also, purchase her canvases at monstrous prices and she
rarely ours at all.
That our national treasury and private purses be not depleted as hitherto, we
misapprehend if we do not lavish upon our art education. Faithful and correct
has doubtless been the instruction already given .as is attested by the fact that
one studying under the Hiram Gee Fellowship was recently admitted to the
Ecole des Beaux Arts.
Only those who have attained fame by their works are permitted to become
professors in that notable school.
Syracuse needs the inspiration of one such master.
EvA L. HARRISON.
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY AND THE GREAT MIDDLE WEST
The theme is large and inspiring. It could well claim the attention of the
ablest orator or most gifted poet. The territory comprises three hundred
thousand sqt1are miles, three-fourths of which can be cultivated. Thii is

